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Starting with "WHY?"

At the moment being active in any blockchain community
is a rather difficult process. After noticing this trend, we
decided to create the OAZIZ ecosystem which would
solve the problem of doing inconvenient and complicated
operations in order to be active in the blockchain
community. OAZIZ ecosystem aims to create a borderless
experience where digital assets can be easily exchanged
into fiat currency on the spot. By implementing certain
financial tools we aim to provide unlimited ways to have
fun in the NFT gaming industry.
At the time of writing, we have examples of people
earning more by playing NFT video games than the
country's average hourly pay can offer.
Our goal is to offer a suite of WEB 3 technologies that
merges the border between the digital and physical
worlds.

Introduction

Our team define OAZIZ ecosystem as a number of blockchain tools that
provide a great user experience for crypto community.
Main OAZIZ products are Multi-chain NFT marketplace and Play to Earn
(P2E) game.
NFT marketplace platform serves as an accelerator for creators to get
all types of assistance they require, ranging from exchanging knowledge
with professionals and fellow artists to receiving marketing assistance
from our experts to finding potential partners or investors. OAZIZ team
learned firsthand that NFT is more than just a digital art. As a result, our
team developed a multi-functional platform that allows users to
complete multiple tasks in one place. Meanwhile, artists can
concentrate on their art, express themselves and their talents to their
full potential. Our in-house marketing staff takes care of the sales and
market recognition.
The goal of play to earn game (P2E) is to build a vast community where
gamers own their digital assets. Olympus Mountain Gods (OMG) game
is inspired by ancient Greek mythology, where players participate in
various game modes, earn prizes and exchange their NFT-based items
on OAZIZ marketplace.
OAZIZ ecosystem is more than just a marketplace and a game, it is a
concept of utilizing innovative blockchain tools in order to create the
best user experience.

Mission, Vision and Values

Mission:
To provide a convenient platform for digital art creators.
Vision:
Becoming the most value-giving platform among digital artists and
GameFi enthusiasts.
Values:
User governance, decentralized, real-world value.
Advantages:
We offer in-house marketing services for the artists (MaaS);
Our marketplace, NFT collection and the P2E game will stand out
because of the aesthetics solutions;
In order to provide an excellent customer experience we connect a
number of different problem-solving tools;
We provide a wide variety of utilities;
Our whole team is problem-solving oriented;

Market overview
Between the idea and the development stage there is one more process to
complete - market research. No matter how great the idea is, absence of
market research can lead to project failure. Market research helps to
acknowledge the target market, understand the needs of the final consumer
and adapt the solutions accordingly.
NFT marketplaces are still a new concept, the demand and success in the
market should be defined by a few key factors: crypto, blockchain and NFT
collections tendencies. As we grow our user base, keeping an eye on the state
of social media is uniformly important as the community itself.
The whole crypto market is still growing and it’s believable that in 2023 it will
increase by almost 93% compared to 2021. In case you are looking for a
shorter period of time, predictions show that Bitcoin price should increase by a
bit more than 7% until the end of 2022. The increase of Bitcoin price shows that
the crypto market will be growing as well, which is great news for the crypto
environment.
In addition, the market size in 2017 was 1.57 billion US dollars, it is expected to
be worth more than a hundred times its current value by the 2027 - we’re
talking about 163 billion US dollars. Moreover, these predictions show that the
interest of society in crypto and blockchain technologies is rapidly growing,
which means that the numbers of final consumers and specialists will increase
as well.
Taking a deeper look into the NFT market itself, we are able to find out that
this market has grown 21%. According to CNBC, trading in non-fungible tokens
hit $17.6 billion in 2021. Regarding current years, NFT market value is expected
to reach $35 billion in net sales volume in 2022. Experts predict that the
growth trend will continue and reach $80 billion in sales by 2025.
Furthermore, our project is focusing on social networks. The usage of social
media is increasing - there were over 3.6 billion social media users worldwide.
It’s expected to reach up to 4.41 billion users by 2025. As a result, the
possibilities of reaching clients will increase.
To sum up, rapid growth and current time creates perfect conditions to join
the cryptocurrency community.

Game market overview
OThe OAZIZ project is working on producing a P2E (Pay-to-Earn) game,
and it's critical to look at the current statistics and forecasts. We have to
focus on the game industry research.
We should take a look at the Play to Earn game industry. According to
the reddit co-founder Alex Ohanian, in five years Play-to-Earn gaming
will take over 90% of all gaming market. He based his opinion on the
trend, that people are starting to value their time more and more and
Play-to-Earn games will let their hobbies bring in additional income.
Moreover, Olga Vorobyeva, a blockchain expert, says that blockchain
based games success is determined by constant innovations. The
current craze for digital NFTs will step into the next level since the
games will provide a richer experience for the art collectors. Paul Barron,
a leading market advisor states that Play-to-Earn gaming will become a
$10 trillion industry by 2030.
To sum up, we can state that Play-to-Earn games have a significant
potential to become a huge success all over the world due to their
added value.
Battle royale mode is also growing in popularity: the worldwide battle
royale industry has reached $17.9 billion in 2021 and $28.38 billions in
2025. According to the QYResearch Group between 2021 and 2027 the
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is supposed to be 9.14%.
Regarding the battle royale mode, we have to mention the most
popular game - Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG). This game was
released in 2017 and reached its top popularity in January of 2018 - there
were 3.24 million players online. With over 696 000 active players as of
January 2022, it’s still one of the most popular games on the Steam
platform. As a result, it is apparent that interest in battle royale games
will continue to grow.

Analysis of competitors
Market research has helped the project to understand the size of the
market and predict the future trends. The aim of the research is to show
how many competitors the Oaziz project has. After the research we will
be able to identify the best practices and avoid common mistakes done
by our competitors.

NFT marketplace competitors analysis
OAZIZ Marketplace is built on the Solana blockchain, that is why we will analyze only direct
competitors. According to the DappRaddar, these are the top 5 NFT marketplaces:
1. Magic Eden with trading volume of $736.56M (per month)
2. Solanart with trading volume of $636.99M (per month)
3. DigitalEyes Market with trading volume of $127.3M (per month)
4. Solana Monkey Business with trading volume of $104.47M (per month)
5. SolSea with trading volume of $32.28M (per month)
As we can see, there is a gap between the two top and the remaining three marketplaces.
The causes of such a gap comes from marketing strategy, artists, user based interface, the
attractiveness of the platform and benefits for creators and consumers. For example, the top
marketplace MagicEden has a simple yet easy to use launchpad which is a great advantage
for new users. The homepage attracts the eye due to the high quality animations. However
the easy use of the platform is the con as well - it’s full of plagiates and untasteful, unattractive
artworks which overload the general flow of the website. Magic Eden, founded in 2021, has a
lot of good examples on how the NFT marketplace should operate - today they own 90% of
the NFT market share for trading volume on Solana blockchain. Moreover, Magic Eden might
be positioned not only as a direct competitor to the OAZIZ marketplace, but also as a
possible partner in the future as they offer an Eden Games section in which customers buy
items for Solana based games. It would be a great opportunity for OAZIZ, as Magic Eden is
currently the biggest NFT marketplace in the market and they could bring targeted traffic to
the game.
Solanart marketplace is easy to navigate and user friendly. Solanart is the first marketplace
based on the Solana blockchain. Ranking system realized in Solanart is an example of useful
features helping customers to see what tokens are popular at the moment. However, the
page appears to be constrained, as it takes time to load collections and rankings - in today's
fast-paced world, this could appear to be a serious issue for the end buyer.
DigitalEyes Market consider themselves as Solana's first open and permission-less NFT
marketplace. Other than that, there is not much to say about the project, as it does not have
any outstanding features. It provides the space to buy and sell NFT collections without any
added value for artists or buyers.
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Going further, the Solana Monkey Business (SMB) stands out from others due to the fact that
it sells only three collections: Commemoratives, Gen1 Monkeys and Gen2 Monkeys. Even
though this decision helps with fast loading and an easy to use interface, it attracts only a
limited number of customers.
Furthermore, we have a Solsea NFT marketplace. It provides an easy to use marketplace and
eye-catching design with the option to have different website templates. On the contrary to
the two projects above, Solsea offers a variety of NFT collections and easy-to-use listing
system. Also, this project has a rarity rank, which helps to identify rare items on the market.
Moreover, the project is implementing Solana and stable coins as a payment option. They
provide the opportunity to mint, list, buy and sell in SOL, USDC, USDT, which helps them to
attract a bigger share of the market.
Taking a deeper look at Solana based marketplaces, we can state - to attract as big market
share as possible we need to focus on developing an easy to use platform, offer as many
collections as possible and a fair ranking system.
We have analyzed the NFT marketplaces which work only on Solana blockchain, but NFT
technology is naturally evolving and projects have a chance to build their marketplaces on
multiple blockchains. Therefore our marketplace will offer multichain functionality.
As an example we have a project Xircus. Their goal is to provide a marketplace for NFT artists
with useful tools such as asset tracker, market explorer, provide center, token factory,
leaderboard and others. In order to help artists to sell as much artwork as possible Xircus
offers the opportunity to purchase NFTs in BSC, Polygon, Fantom, Ethereum, Moonbeam,
Moonriver, Avalanche, Celo, POA, XDAI, Heco, Arbitrum, Optimism, Fuse, Aurora, Solana, Flow
and Near. Not only do they offer the purchases in so many crypto currencies, but they also
provide really artist-friendly conditions as well - artists can get started for free, listing fees
start at $1, custom market fees start at $1 too, and the Xircus is not taking royalty fees. All of
these benefits are appealing to artists, but the only one that mentions the eventual customer's
perspective is the opportunity to earn money as a collector. As a result, the final consumer, the
buyer, is ignored, and no marketing strategy to entice them exists.
Xircus project is considered as an indirect multi-chain competitor, we should talk about the
direct competitor that is based on multi-chain technology. It would be the project called
TofuNFT. Fully launched in November, according to DappRadar the project has $888.59k
volume. The marketplace looks clean and easy to use, which attracts customers together with
an idea of purchases possible in 24 cryptocurrencies: BNB Chain, Avalanche, Shiden, Optimism,
Moonriver, Klaytn, Metis, Meter, Ethereum, Polygon, Harmony, Fuse, Boba, Aurora, Celo, Heco,
Arbitrum, Astar, Fantom, Moonbeam, Cronos, Telos, Oasis Emerald and OKExChain. The page
has collections rankings, launchpad for future’s NFT collections and auctions sections, which is
really useful for both - final consumers and artists.
To sum up all competitors, we can state that no matter which way one goes - single-chain or
multi-chain, they still need to be customer-oriented and provide an easy to use, fast working
platform. Of course, the more cryptocurrencies supported the bigger targeted audience can
be reached, but it’s important to not forget about the quality of service.

P2E competitors analysis
We aim to release the Play to Earn (P2E) game called Olympus Mountain Gods
(OMG), which has a great chance of being the most visually satisfying P2E game yet.
In order to find out if this statement is true we will perform the currently existing
competitors analysis.
It would be fair to mention the game which opened the door to the NFT world - Axie
Infinity game. Launched in March 2018 this game exploded with huge success in June
2021. According to the technology news blog Finextra, the popularity of Axie Infinity
increased after several players earned money. In the first month the game
generated almost $780 million. In July 2021, the game was so successful that in only
seven days it generated more fees than Bitcoin or Ethereum. The story of Axie Infinity
is a perfect example on how the NFT based games gain popularity.
Moving on, we can find the game HodlGod. Currently this game is the closest
competitor our game has. Considering the Unreal Engine platform, the OMG game
will have a similar visuality and mechanics as HoldDog. Also, both games are player
versus player mode based, so the biggest difference between these two is theme.
HodlGod is a mystical and magic game while OMG is based on Greek mythology.
Despite being fully built the game received fewer positive reviews online. Community
appears to be fairly active but the game desperately needs marketing, given its
immense potential. So, in comparison to Axie Infinity, HodlGod is missing some of the
key points that would lead into its success.
Moreover, we have another competitor of OMG game - it’s the Champions
Ascension - also battle royale P2E game, which will be released in mid 2022.
According to the roadmap shared on their website, the game is in phase 1.0, which
has a few stages: whitelist/presale created, private sale and public sale. Even though
the trailer looks great and promising, only time will tell if the game is as good as its
teaser. However, their claim that this game will be a AAA level blockchain game and
this statement is promising since this classification means that the Champions
Ascension is a high-budget and high-profile game, created and developed by a large
and well-known video game creators. Creating and developing a high class is a long
and hard work requiring process, so the society will be able to try the final version of
this game in only mid to late 2022.
To summarize the OMG game competitors, we can say that the market currently
lacks high-end and high-quality NFT games, thus we will join a new and exciting
market.

Problems
The majority of initiatives confront the following technological
challenges. These issues are difficult to remedy once a product has
been released, thus they must be considered throughout the early
stages of development.
1. Newcomer artists are struggling to get visible to customers on NFT
marketplaces since the platforms lack the required tools to assist them
with this challenge.
2. A multichain (cross-chain) system, which is a very unique and
beneficial option for quicker minting, is not supported by most
marketplaces.
3. Because many marketplaces do not accept fiat payments, some
potential buyers will face new challenges in joining the marketplace
ecosystem.
4. There are few markets that offer physical things for sale as digitized
art.
5. There is also a significant issue with newcomers who have been
unable to acquire NFT due to insufficient UX/UI.
1. Games, on the other hand, are not well-marketed. There isn't
enough budget set aside to promote the project.
2. A high-end game in development for a short period of time is prone
to delays and possibly project closure.
3. While blockchain-based games are a relatively new technology,
most of them fall short of the graphic quality and functionality of
today's most popular games.
Even with all of these issues, there is still opportunity for improvement.
While new marketplaces and games emerge, the key focus should be
on avoiding any of the above-mentioned possible difficulties. With this
information, the OAZIZ team will be able to outperform its competition
and obtain the market share it requires.

Solutions
The project would be condemned without reacting to the highlighted
problems as we have an opportunity to earn the competitive
advantages with the right solutions. Based on the previously named
problems, here are the solutions we offer:
1. We will supply new artists with the required tools and assist them in
improving their position on the worldwide market so that they may
be seen by more buyers.
2. Multichain will be integrated. This manner, we can ensure that our
users can interact with new useful features on our marketplace.
3. We can accept fiat payments via debit/credit cards thanks to thirdparty payment providers, allowing anyone to effortlessly acquire
digital assets.
4. We've already formed a partnership with a high-end car dealership
and created a technology that allows you to digitalise physical items.
5. For our newcomers, we created a very easy UX/UI so that they may
avoid making deadly mistakes and learn basic information that will
assist them with their first transaction.
6. Our budget is well-balanced, and our staff has the marketing
experience to promote all of OAZIZ products.
7. We can guarantee that the game will be delivered on time since we
have a set deadline, a comprehensive plan, and a staff ready to
work on it.
8. The game will be built using the Unity engine, and we will produce a
high-quality result based on our previous high-end projects'
experience.
Adapting identified solutions to the current market would greatly assist
the OAZIZ ecosystem, as we will be able to overcome the challenges
that the majority of similar projects face.

Oaziz Ecosystem
We are committed to reaching as many users as possible while also
providing the greatest experience. That is why OAZIZ has established
an environment that will allow you to not only play our game, but also to
produce digital art, collect your favorite NFTs, participate in the Voting
Senate (OVS) and be a part of the future thinking community.

NFT Marketplace
OAZIZ is a multi-chain NFT marketplace that operates on several major blockchains,
including SOLANA and ETHEREUM. The UX/UI of the Marketplace is designed to
appeal to both newcomers and experienced users. Buyers and sellers can trade NFTs
as tokenized digital and physical items on our marketplace.
Digital assets can be listed in a variety of formats by creators. Art images, virtual
lands, games, sports cards, souvenirs, and utilities are just a few of the types available.
Our in-house team can assist creators with marketing services, which is one of the
distinctive elements of the OAZIZ marketplace (MaaS). Artists may now focus on
their work while our in-house team handles market exposure.
The process of joining the NFT marketplace is straightforward: customers may
register manually or connect their digital wallet.
Users can then construct their own assets, as well as interact with other collections.
The OAZIZ marketplace allows artists to list their work for a fixed price or an auction.

Architecture
NFT marketplace consists of these following building blocks:
NFT minting module API
IPFS cloud data upload module
API module for physical item tokenization

Figure 1. OAZIZ physical items tekenization structure

Earning model
The NFT marketplace is a platform that allows users to tokenize their
digital assets and upload them to the blockchain using smart contracts.
To properly sell digital things, the OAZIZ team must be innovative while
keeping listing fees low.
Our earning model is depicted in Figure 1. The marketing services
(MaaS) that we will provide for our artists will generate the most
revenue. We'll also profit from paid tools, T-Bonds, Pro subscriptions,
listing fees, and affiliate commissions.

Paid tools
15%

Affiliate
3%
Transactions
25%

T-Bonds
10%
Listing fees
5%
PRO subscription
7%

Marketing services
35%
Figure 2. NFT marketplace earning structure

The revenue model is not reliant on ever-increasing user traffic, as is the
case with other NFT marketplaces. Our concentration is on issue
resolution, and we want to help talented artists who aren't getting
enough attention. An in-house marketing team, in collaboration with
talented NFT artists, can fix this challenge.

Fees
You will be charged a flat transaction and platform service fee of 2.5 percent.
OAZIZ charges a withdrawal fee when you need to transfer your NFT assets
to your wallet. The withdrawal fee is calculated dynamically and automatically
based on a number of factors, including market conditions and network
availability.

Functionality
We're putting a lot of effort into establishing a user-friendly and successful
marketplace, so there's a lot more to learn about the features this project will
provide. Due to the fact the marketplace is part of the OAZIZ ecosystem, it's
critical to have a clear understanding of how everything will work.

Adding funds to internal balance of the
platform by connecting deposit wallet
In a centralized auction without a private wallet, each user has an internal balance on
the auction site that reflects the actual current balance of the connected third-party
custodial storage. This credit has only one base currency on the platform and there is
no support for multi-currencies in the MVP version of the product. If the main currency
is a cryptocurrency, the user sees it in his personal account (e. g. SOL) in the form of a
balance and a deposit address. The deposit address for each user is unique, it is
issued upon request through Crypto Processing webpage. The user can either scan
or copy the address of the wallet to which he adds funds for further use on the site to
pay for the bet.
Adding funds to personal balance in 5 steps:
1. The user opens his profile section in the account management section.
2. The user selects the payment method (and accordingly the SOL currency in the
case of the SOL smart contract currency).
3. The system automatically registers an invoice for payment and directs the user
to the payment service of the interface. If there is no fiat currency and the
payment is only in the smart contract currency, the system simply shows him the
depository SOL address.
4. The user makes the payment in the payment system interface. The payment
service sends a callback to confirm the payment.
5. The system changes the user's balance and shows it in his profile.

Putting a digital art object up for auction
The tokenized NFT resource is automatically uploaded to the database after it is
added by the seller. There are two options in uploading NFT: it might be moderated
and confirmed by the OAZIZ moderator or it can be uploaded automatically with no
moderator interaction.
Putting a NFT up for sale works in 4 steps:
1. The user uploads an image in PNG, JPG, WEBP, MP4, or MP3 format to the IPFS.
2. The user specifies all object metadata.
3. The user specifies the "Shared content with metadata" field. Going on the
experience of the Open Sea platform, this is a field for inserting a hyperlink or text
that becomes available to the new owner after the object is purchased. The
corresponding UX can be found in Figma and in the description of the modules.
4. The user sets the auction parameters in a separate phase and on a separate
page. The settings for a classic type auction with a minimum price are set when
you put something up for sale and not at the time of token creation. This is
because two different processes are indirectly connected.

Putting the purchased token up for an
auction
After the purchase of a token its owner is free to do whatever he wants. For example,
he can easily put the token up for an auction. There are a few steps to put the
purchased token up for an auction:
1. The user enters the section of tokens he/ she owns in a personal account.
2. The user elects the desired token to be auctioned.
3. The user sets the auction parameters and the title and description parameters
(the content is automatically taken from the purchased lot and can be edited)
without making any changes to the previously created token (image, metadata).
4. The user clicks "Save draft".
5. The system creates a record in the database, when the user clicks on the "Put to
Auction" button.
6. The system creates a new auction, puts NFTs in it, and allows other users to bid
on the lot.
7. The system opens a page with a token for the user. When the auction ends and
there is a winner, the system sends a request to Oracle for the NEFT transfer
method on the SOL network.
8. Oracle sends the NFT by invoking a smart contract and specifying the address of
the buyer of the NFT on the platform as the address of the new owner.

Change of token owner. Withdrawal of
NFT token to an external wallet
There is one more option with a purchased token. You are totally allowed to change the owner of a
token in the OAZIZ NFT marketplace. It can be an easy and fast process if the steps below are followed:
1. The user opens the list of his tokens on the platform in the table of the section "Collected" and finds
the desired token.
2. The user clicks on "Withdraw token from the platform" to deposit the token to a private wallet that
accepts these tokens.
3. The withdrawal process with UX/UI is similar to the withdrawal from the main wallet. Specifies an
address on the SOL network.
4. The system (assuming the address is new and has not yet been validated) prompts the user to
validate the address and sends an email message with a validation link.
5. The transfer process is initiated with the status "pending".
6. The user follows the provided link and opens the address validation page.
7. The system requests access to a private wallet integrated into the platform and checks whether the
address of the wallet provided by the user matches the one provided by the private wallet.
8. If everything is okay, the system marks the user's wallet address as "validated".
9. The user can also withdraw NFTs to a non-validated wallet address at their own risk.
10. The system sends a request to the Oracle to transfer the token to the user's validated wallet
address. The Oracle changes the owner of the token to the user's address.
11. The Oracle sends a callback to the system about the successful completion of the transaction.
12. The user enters the private wallet and sees the token at their address.

Withdrawal of funds from a sale to the
external wallet
Once you make the sale in the marketplace you are able to withdraw your earnings
into an external wallet. In order to make it successfully you need to follow the steps
below:
1. To request a transaction to withdraw funds, the user goes to the Account Finance
section and selects the Withdraw option.
2. The user specifies the amount to withdraw and the address to be withdrawn in
the corresponding withdrawal window, the user also sees the amount of the
commission for the withdrawal in this cryptocurrency, which is set manually by
the platform operator.
3. The system sends a request to the crypto processing system to withdraw money
to the user's address.
4. The system credits the funds withdrawn by the user minus the platform
commission for withdrawing funds.
5. The user receives the requested funds to his external address. In the case of NFT,
it is important that the user sees the Withdraw button opposing the requested
batch in the Collected section table, which they can click to withdraw to a private
wallet that will allow them to accept these tokens.
6. The withdrawal process in relation to UX / UI is similar to the withdrawal from the
main wallet.

Real - world value item tokenization
We can enable physical item tokenization by integrating certain technical modules
into the OAZIZ NFT marketplace. After an object is registered on blockchain, the
resulting QR code can be scanned to view proof of ownership. This is how physical
goods gain value on the blockchain.

The goal of NFTs is to do more than simply upload digital art on the blockchain. NFT is a
technology that can be used to prove ownership of an object. As NFTs become more popular,
a wider audience is beginning to embrace the technology. We at OAZIZ believe that
streamlining luxury car sales is a market opportunity. This service will benefit the community in
the real world. Item tokenization is an absolute necessity in the advancing world of NFT.
Car tokenization is the process of selling a car along with a piece of digital art (NFT) and
exchanging assets via a smart contract.
On the one hand, it appears to be just a photograph, but it is proof of ownership and a
certificate of automobile purchase inscribed in blockchain, which is now inextricably linked to
its smart contract. Smart contracts, unlike traditional contracts, cannot be destroyed. Because
digital storage is decentralized, it cannot be tampered. As long as you have access to the
internet, smart contracts will exist.
The OAZIZ team has already formed a relationship with “RSVMOTORS”, a German luxury car
retailer, who will bring their unique luxury goods to our marketplace, allowing platform users to
purchase really good products using the crypto of their choice for a better and faster
payment process.
To summarize the functionality of the OAZIZ NFT marketplace, we can say that this project
stands out because of its vast range of capabilities as well as the fact that it delivers realworld value. It's not only feasible to auction off your own artwork, but it's also possible to sell
the artwork he purchased. Furthermore, one is free to alter the owner of his purchased NFT,
withdraw funds to an external wallet, and purchase a luxury car.

Olympus mountain god P2E game
Developed on the Unity engine, with an experienced team that has previously
worked on large game brands, and a sizable budget from the OAZIZ
ecosystem, is a recipe for a potential game of the year. The Olympus
Mountain Gods (OMG) game has a Greek mythology theme, gameplay
based on most popular fighting games, and a layer versus player (PvP) mode
to give you the greatest gaming experience imaginable. Thanks to the Unity
engine, we will provide realistic visuals, a refined gaming engine, and a distinct
Olympus gods style that the community has been waiting for.
Thanks to the integration of blockchain, gamers will be able to not only enjoy
an immersive and well-designed game, but also profit from it.
The competitive gamers market will be well served by the OMG game, as
they will be able to fight each other, decide who is better at strategy planning,
and which skills will earn him crypto, as the betting feature will allow them to
stake crypto prior to fights.

In depth
Play to Earn (P2E) mode will be available for this game. Premium features, on
the other hand, will be available solely to NFT collection holders. Gamers will
be able to level up, unlock new characters, armor, weapons, and special skills,
as well as compete in tournaments for rare, one-of-a-kind items. They'll be
able to export and advertise NFTs on the OAZIZ marketplace, as well as sell,
exchange, and purchase in-game stuff that will let them customize unique
characters, thanks to integrated tools. Players are rewarded for their time and
effort invested in the game by the developers. The main advantage of a P2E
game is that the player develops the value that can be sold; even characters
or objects purchased at the beginning can be sold afterwards.
Simple and intuitive gameplay, balanced god classes, and well-designed
arenas are some of the elements that offer this game a chance to become
the next big thing in the crypto gaming market.

Maps and characters
The Ancient Greek era will be reflected in the OMG game's maps. The
colosseum, arenas, acropolis, and mystical dungeons will keep gamers
entertained while exploring and using these maps. Each of the 12 Gods (Zeus,
Hera, Poseidon, Demeter, Athena, Apollo, Artemis, Ares, Aphrodite,
Hephaestus, Hermes, and Hestia) will have unique skills that will only be
available in specific areas. As a result, the gamer has to choose carefully
before challenging the opponent, as location may have a significant impact on
your chances of winning. Gladiator Arena, Underground Dungeon, Roman
Palace, Greek Temple, City of Gods, Roman Ruins, and, of course, Olympus
Mountain will be among the destinations.
We aim to produce high-quality and realistic animations, as well as characters
designed to mimic legendary fighting scenes from well-known blockbusters
and seasoned professional fighters, using motion capture technology.
Characters that can be fully customized, as well as workshops where players
can train, enhance their abilities, and build confidence before the big events. If
users still don't feel comfortable spending their crypto, they can join a random
duel by going to the menu and pressing matchmaking. They will be paired
with a player of similar rank and teleported to an arena.

Economic structure
The game will be free to play (F2P). When completely created and released,
the game's economic structure will be built around two pillars: revenue from
shop sales and in-game sales. Rather than charging a premium for all in-game
items, we want to generate a profit via player trades. Providing options for
community-generated content will help the game grow.
All of the game's proceeds will be deposited in a secure vault. Profits are
distributed evenly among all OAZIZ token holders, the liquidity pool, and the
marketing wallet.

What are the ways that users can earn
while playing the OMG game?
TOP 50 leaderboard rewards
Winning PVP battles
Selling in-game items for OAZIZ tokens
Staking earned tokens for more profit
Participating in special events organized by OAZIZ team
Trading with other people
A referral program is available. You get a share of what your suggested
user spends on our marketplace.
You may make money by renting out your strongest characters for a little
fee.
Create PVP arenas, gain popularity and get rewarded for your hard work
Participating in the giveaways

How will OAZIZ earn from this game?
By selling in-game crates
Taking % of PVP battle winnings
Taking % of the hosting events
Taking a fee from in-game items trade
Transaction fee from our marketplace

NFT collection
OAZIZ will debut its own NFT collection, which will be published in three
volumes with an additional volume reserved for partnerships. Our NFTs will
resemble futuristic sculptures in the "bust" style, capturing facial characteristics,
clothing, texture, and motion. The collection is based on ancient Greek
mythology as well as current fashion trends. The 12 gods of Olympus,
monsters, and mythology are combined with modern aesthetic trends in this
NFT collection. 8K high definition 3D sculpting models and poster design
features will be included in the artwork. Male and female Gods have two base
models. NFT also functions as an art form and portrays upcoming P2E game
characters. Owners of the genesis collection will become members and gain
access to OAZIZ ecosystem. Background, body textures (skin, garments),
facial features (beard, eyes, skin), and other components based on style, such
as floating text, are all included in each item of the collection. There are a total
of 12 000 pieces.

Benefits for owners
You will receive the following utilities when you purchase OAZIZ NFT:
1. Voting in the future of the road map and selected project funding.
2. Copyrights on art. (Except 2nd hand market %)
3. Dividends payout in native OAZIZ token
4. Participate in a closed educational community & earn rewards by completing
learning courses.
5. Earn rewards for being active in OAZIZ community.
6. Ownership of Genesis Gods characters (in upcoming NFT game).
7. Possibility to apply for the OAZIZ developer scholarship. Funding talented
individuals or seed level start-ups.
8. Instant Verified user on the marketplace. This lets unlimited listing creation.
9. Close to zero fees by owning OAZIZ NFT. (Gas+seller; buyer fees)
10. Whitelisted for all pre-sales and upcoming projects.

NFT collection volumes
Volume 1
Volume 1 contains 8400 pieces of OAZIZ NFTs. It will be common static pictures that
are basic NFT. Even volume 1 NFT will give you a chance to become part of our huge
community.
Volume 2
Volume 2 includes 2400 pieces of OAZIZ NFTs. This type of NFTs are rare and will
contain motion elements and be exported in video format.
Thanks to its rarity, the owner will be granted with more features and passkeys to our
upcoming events.
Volume 3
Volume 3 has only 1200 pieces of OAZIZ NFTs. This is the rarest type of our NFTs.
These OAZIZ NFTs will include video format, 360 spin, custom & detailed characters
with relevant art or memes themed designs. By purchasing this NFT you will receive
all features which we are proposing for our NFT buyers.
Volume 4
Volume 4 doesn't have a predetermined amount of art pieces. This volume will be
created exclusively for our partnerships and collaborations. It will be a personalized
NFT based on the theme. Only possible aquire is via ruffle, airdrop, or partnership
contract.
Purpose of this NFT collection is to provide a wide range of utilities for our OAZIZ
ecosystem members. Owing genesis NFTs serve as social status, art piece and a
passkey to what OAZIZ ecosystem offers.

Senate voting system (OVS)
We strive to give our community the maximum available level of democracy
and transparency. The optimal solution to ensure these features is a voting
system. OVS (OAZIZ Senate Voting System) is a platform without a
centralized entity. Voting decisions will be done by our community members.
OVS brings more security and autonomy to the OAZIZ ecosystem's future
development.
At an early stage OVS will be run with the help of the Discord platform.
Organized by our dedicated team - eventually securely transferred to a fully
decentralized system.
To gain access to Senate users will have to own OMG NFT or OAZIZ tokens.
Part of profits from token and collection launch will be used to stimulate
various actions such as voting mechanisms or OVS maintenance costs.
The OVS mechanism plays a vital role in the long-term success of the project
by enabling members to make the best decisions to create correct and
comfortable conditions for the further life of the project. Focusing on building a
tested and audited OVS platform we will guarantee protection from nasty
proposals and potential scams.
By allowing participation in OVS we focus on building a strong community
which will be able to make decisions independently, amend or change the
base protocols on the platform, determining outcomes of crucial decisions,
key parameter adjustment such as fee rate and community-based initiatives.

Functionality and features of OVS
1. Decisions, votes and all actions are completely transparent and declared
on blockchain.
2. Organization rules and laws are built into the protocol and run by smart
contracts.
3. Balance of votes - implemented security measures to prevent unfair
voting power.
4. No hierarchy inside OVS - each member's vote is equally important.
5. Focusing on community based proposals.
6. Providing tools to directly impact future of OAZIZ ecosystem.
7. Managing start up accelerator.
Here is a list of products planned to be developed by the OAZIZ team, that
will be voted by our members:
1. Marketplace blockchain add-on;
2. Game modes;
3. Prepaid card and designs
4. Start up accelerator;
5. Launchpad;
6. Social club;
7. Sponsored events;

By creating OVS we enable users to participate in our ecosystem, make
future decisions. These tools bring our community closer. This way we will
improve communication between the OAZIZ team and community
members. Solving issues together and helping us grow. Each of the tools
has an extended amount of detailed mechanics and use cases. Our
mission is to create a connecting bridge between each of them. We can
reach this goal fairly fast by partnering with market leaders like Contis,
Coinspaid, and Merkeleon. No need to reinvent the wheel from scratch to
offer a great experience.

Prepaid cards solution

The OAZIZ would like to provide our users with the option of using prepaid
cards. Collaboration with a market-leading online banking platform. We strive
to offer the best payment processing options. Main benefits:
1. Real-time card transactions funded from the crypto wallet of your choice;
2. Spend crypto on debit, prepaid, or virtual cards;
3. Fully mobile integrated with Google Pay and Apple Pay;
4. World-wide payments processing;
5. Card solution removes the need to manually convert your crypto or
liquidate assets in advance;
Putting all of your cards into one is an inventive and practical solution; you
won't have to bring as many cards with you, and you'll be able to pay all of
your expenses with just one card. You'll be able to pay with the majority of
popular cryptocurrencies, as well as our own native currency. We will give our
users a streamlined option to utilize payment cards once the planned
partnership is completed.

Payment processor service
Payment processors will be created to accept cryptocurrency payments. With
safe and fully audited crypto wallets, community members will be able to
receive, transmit, store, exchange, and pay in bitcoin. Payments can be
organized in a variety of ways. Your account will be unrestricted as long as you
follow all applicable laws.
Universal solution: processors have relationships with card networks, provide
other payment methods, and incorporate payment into projects. We want to
work with the most reputable and well-known bitcoin payment services and
personal wallet providers. This manner, we can secure global client reach,
lower development, maintenance expenses, and expand into new regions
while utilizing trustworthy bitcoin processing services and the wallet app.
Oaziz payment processor benefits:
1. The users can exchange BTC, ETH, USDT, XRP, and 30+ other
cryptocurrencies for 20+ fiat currencies with no hidden fees.
2. Audited and thoroughly tested interoperable system.
3. Converting fiat to digital assets like: coins, tokens and even non fungible
tokens (NFTs)

Startup accelerator
Blockchain technology is rapidly changing the world and the Oaziz ecosystem has the ability
to help your project grow. Accelerator will offer assistance with the most competent
marketing strategy and ensure the flourishing of your startup. Not only take on businesses that
are already successful or have a solid foundation to build upon, but also smaller projects who
have a great idea. Your participation in the accelerator will be determined by OVS members.
By managing our own ecosystem which covers most popular services on blockchain Oaziz
knows exactly what is needed to become a successful startup.

Advisory
We will provide advisory services for small to medium-sized growth companies who are ready
to take the next step in their evolution. We are more than happy to advise them in each stage
of their project development and we can wholeheartedly ensure that we will offer the bestaccumulated knowledge of our multiple projects, thus ensuring that only the right decisions will
be made.

Marketing services
We help projects design, develop and implement global marketing campaigns. When
consulting on a proper NFT project marketing campaign for them we must take into
consideration many factors in order to have a strong understanding of the bigger picture. A
wide variety of factors - marketing, public relations, events, community management, investor
relations, exchange listings, and much more - indirectly affect the outcome of the campaign.
For every client we customize the strategy to achieve the best possible outcome.

Development
Let us help customers with their projects. We will give them our most passionate assistance to
the project, whether it is in the concept stage or it is deeply in the development stage. Our
primary goal is to recognize what next step should be taken to reach the final goal. We will
achieve this by letting them know which actions should be taken towards the blossoming of
the enterprise. We can offer the introduction to the top crypto industry leaders.

Independent artist consulting
Artists in addition to creating art need to build communications and engage in marketing.
Marketing determines what consumers think of a brand. For an artist, a brand is what
appears in the mindset of the listeners when they hear his name, see the logo, or artist’s
identity details. OAZIZ project would like to share tools that we use to promote artists. We will
introduce and consult our customers on questions about the correct time and date of a
successful release, release frequency, social media strategies, audience search, free and paid
promotions.

Launchpad
Specialized internet platform aimed at raising money to launch new crypto
projects. The main difference between the launchpad and the classic ways is
that platforms are no longer associated with the exchange. They are
represented by a community of investors who own, trade, or deposit internal
marketplace tokens. The main objective - maximizing the profits and
minimizing the risk of losing money. The opportunities provided by IDO are
very large. With a correct analysis of the startups, Oaziz launchpad will offer
investment gains to its customers. People who choose our launchpad as an
investment tool will significantly reduce risks. We aim to establish a borderless
experience between the digital world and the physical one. Once financial
tools are connected in a specific order, users will be able to experience the
best parts of both worlds.
OAZIZ IDO LAUNCHPAD is a platform with a simple interface, decentralized
functions, and many opportunities for developers and investors. Startups can
quickly raise money for the development of the project, while investors can
get a profit without the risk of scams.

Benefits of IDO launchpad
Quick listing - Token holders usually do not have to wait long for the tokens to
start trading on the exchange. Listing occurs as soon as the IDO of the crypt
ends.
Marketing - possibility to distribute its tokens and attract investments.
Presales - investors get access to early sales of a new token.
Availability - simple checking procedure allows many more startups to raise
money.
Transparency - This is not an unique item in the cryptocurrency business, that
is why we can check the token contracts and adjust plans.
Launchpad profit - rule for participation in the presale is the hold of initial
marketplace tokens.

Social club
All of our NFT holders are eligible to join this exclusive group. This is an online
platform where the product community may share knowledge, talents, and
anything else that will assist participants in achieving their goals, increasing
profitability, and finding club cohesion. We wish to demonstrate the NFT
world's expanding influence. The option of joining a social club for immigrants'
education is presented. The fact that the NFT market is still in its early stages
of growth causes a slew of issues: erroneous language and factual errors. On
this foundation, we want to provide club members the opportunity to learn
about the exciting field of NFT:
1. Examples, infographics, videos, presentations - this is the start of an
education program.
2. All of these benefits will be available to our subscribers, including lectures
and seminars. Newcomers to the project will be able to enroll in classes
according to their ability level.
3. One of the most effective methods to learn from others is to collaborate
with other projects. OAZIZ is a long-term initiative that will involve many
collaborations and cooperation with other major ecosystems in the future.
Members of the club will have the opportunity to ask industry experts
questions.
4. The number of queries and members will grow with time, which is why
we'd like to present the Q&A database - a repository for all frequently
asked inquiries and bits of advice. You will be able to find the information
you require at any time and from any location. The club itself offers a
variety of ways to generate money (get rewarded by doing certain tasks).

Learn & earn
Planning to benefit members with a wide range of awards by the Learn-andEarn model. We want to intrigue users to be motivated not only with
knowledge but also with prizes. A large number of contests, competitions and
challenges will accompany club members on their journey through the world
of NFT. As a reinforcement of gained knowledge, club members will have the
opportunity to compete with each other and pick out the winner who will take
the token prize.
NFT is a relatively new area of business, for this reason, we do not want to
abstract ourselves from old ways of obtaining information.

Sponsored events
Oaziz events bring together the greatest industry experts to share their
experience and advice with club members. Traders, miners, cryptocurrency
and traditional company entrepreneurs, investors, blockchain developers, and
others will gather to expand their horizons in the blockchain world. The events
will be educational in nature, with the goal of attracting and uniting young and
bright individuals in the field of new technology. What to expect:
1. The opportunity to explore how NFT technology impacts music, art,
culture, payments, and many other spheres
2. Conferences with new emerging startup CEOs and mentors
3. Unique opportunity to make the right contacts;
4. Studies and discussion of innovative methods for solving the problem;
5. Mutual exchange of accumulated information and ideas, searching for still
unsolved problems and their solution through the cooperation of various
organizations represented at the events;
6. Reports of event participants to demonstrate their successes and
achievements (presentations, master classes, practical seminars).

Revenue model
OAZIZ ecosystem plans multiple streams of income by presenting number of
tools that solve various problems and as a result generate revenue.

Token reserve
10%

Fintech tools
5%

OAZIZ Marketplace
15%

OAZIZ NFT collection
10%

OMG game
30%

MaaS
30%
Figure 3. OAZIZ ecosystem earning model structure

NFT marketplace generates income from listing fees & uplifting creators' artwork to
front pages.
The OAZIZ team overcomes the problem of artists not selling their work by providing
marketing services (MaaS). We, as a team, offer a number of marketing services that
will generate significant income just because there is no such solution offered from
other platforms.
OAZIZ P2E game named Olympus Mountain Gods (OMG) generates income from
NFT tokenized items such as skins, armor, weapons and other collectables that are
sold and purchased from the marketplace. The OAZIZ ecosystem benefits from
every future transaction made.
OAZIZ genesis NFT collection will be published in limited volumes that represent
unique art features. We can forecast sales numbers in a comparable way to a regular
subscription product because our collection includes utilities.
OAZIZ token reserve will be used as a mutual fund to finance product development
and marketing costs.
Our team offers financial instruments as a service (FaaS). We provide payment
processors and prepaid cards. The development of these goods is contingent on the
outcome of future OVS voting.

Growth model
At the time of writing, the average NFT price is $2000 and the average NFT
marketplace transaction fee is 2,5% as the average consumer makes two
transactions per month. We can conclude that a single active NFT
marketplace user brings at least $50 revenue per month.
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Figure 4. OAZIZ revenue and active users growth quarterly

Taking into consideration parabolic growth, we can expect significant revenue
increase in 2023 Q3. Following that, we can anticipate a market audience
reaching a bottleneck. The same goes for other OAZIZ ecosystem projects
since it will be implementing the same growth strategy.

Expenses model
We believe in aggressive marketing. Reaching one's potential client is equally
important as creating a great product.
Our business strategy allows us to keep operating costs low and focus on
providing value to the members of the OAZIZ ecosystem community.
Running costs
7%
Token value
15%
Marketing
42%
General expenses
9%

Product development
27%
Figure 5. OAZIZ ecosystem expenses model

Because the graphic alone does not provide a complete picture of which fields and
why we will incur charges, here is a brief explanation:
Marketing: expenses related to market research and advertising.
Product development: expenses related to further developing, updating and
delivering new features.
Token value: expenses related to token value stabilization.
General expenses: expenses related to administrative costs like office & salaries.
Running costs: expenses related to a platform running costs like hosting,
maintenance, license and others.
To summarize, the majority of our revenue will come from marketing services (MaaS)
and the OMG game. We anticipate enormous success from the launch of the OAZIZ
ecosystem, with the highest growth expected in the third quarter of 2023. To attain
such a level of success, we will invest heavily in marketing, which will account for the
majority of our costs.

Marketing strategy
This marketing approach is intended to provide you with a high-level
summary of what our Ecosystem can accomplish to help us raise new brand
recognition for https://oaziz.com on a budget of 45% of total profit.
These strategies will aid in the development of our digital brand marketing
and activation, ensuring that we receive a high volume of website visits during
the awareness and conversion stages of the customer journey.
Conversion rate is frequently considered as an additional critical performance
measure in addition to website visits (KPI).
This study is designed for the following end customers: women, men, 18-45
years old, located in the following countries: Brazil, Russia, Poland, Turkey,
English speaking nations; interested in NFT, CRYPTO, NFT MARKETPLACE, P2E.

Awareness marketing strategy
We will concentrate on social-driven acquisition, community-driven growth,
affiliate programs, influencer marketing, streamer rewards, tournaments, and
sponsored promotion as a means of expanding.

Affiliate and referral programs
Affiliate and referral programs have shown to be one of the most effective market
penetration techniques in recent years, both in the thriving DeFi and NFT industries as
well as the broader cryptocurrency ecosystem. To put it another way, the popularity
of the DeFi and BFT areas has risen primarily as a result of meticulous planning and
implementation of affiliate marketing operations. That was a lesson for us.
OAZIZ will try to integrate the best practices that have been shown to work in driving
user growth. Following the debut, the Oaziz Affiliate and Referral Program will follow
quickly and can be broken down into three simple steps:
1. We will sift through and approach influencers and media outlets (such as popular
blogs) with a large and active following and a spotless reputation in the crypto
community;
2. The influencers and other affiliate partners will promote OAZIZ on their platforms
to raise awareness and refer their audience to join;
3. Affiliates will be paid dependent on how well they perform: As an incentive, the
influencers will receive 30% of the fees paid by referred users in OAZIZ tokens.
According to Statista, affiliate marketing spending in the United States alone might
reach $8.2 billion in 2022, up from $7.4 billion in 2021. Affiliate marketing spending has
increased year over year since 2012, when it was only $2.5 billion, indicating that more
organizations are adopting affiliate marketing into their campaigns.
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Figure 6. Affiliate Marketing Spending in the United States of America
(based on the Statista.com)
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Influencer marketing
Influencer marketing, we believe, is still the most effective strategy to develop a well-known
and respected brand in the crypto world when done deliberately and with care. We will put
the influencer marketing strategy into action by inviting a few people to become OAZIZ’s
brand ambassadors—long-term partners who will help us spread the word about our news
and ambitions.
In addition to directly impacting user growth, OAZIZ expects that by connecting our brand
with the brands of renowned community opinion leaders, influencer marketing will help create
trust in products. This is why it is critical that we select like-minded people to collaborate with,
as well as those with the best reputation. After all, failing to do so might have negative
consequences and undermine the platform's trustworthiness.
As a result of integrating their own brands to ours, influential people will become brand
ambassadors and long-term significant assets for OAZIZ. This relationship will enable us to
get not just the benefit of influencer recommendations, but also the trust of the target
population we want to approach.
Influencer marketing is unquestionably profitable. From $1.7 billion in 2016, the market is
expected to grow to $9.7 billion by 2020. It increased to $13.8 billion in 2021, suggesting
consistent growth. This year, the business is expected to grow to a whopping $16.4 billion.
The increasing popularity of short video formats on platforms like TikTok, Facebook, and
YouTube, as well as the impact of the global pandemic on consumers, which catalyzed social
media consumption, and the optimization of data collection, which marketers used for social
media ads, are all contributing to this growth.
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Figure 7. Influencer Marketing Global Market Size (based on the Statista.com)

OAZIZ community guards
The guardians of the community are people who will use social media, news, and
conversation channels to spread information around OAZIZ ecosystem project.
Guards will act as an extension of our team in the neighborhood, performing a variety of
tasks. They will, for example, respond to OAZIZ members' questions on the main forum,
explain new features or changes on their social media accounts, or maintain the official OAZIZ
social media group. The community angels will earn OAZIZ tokens as a fixed fee as reward
for their time and work.
We are aware of the dangers that such applications can pose, including a lack of defined
responsibilities, representative standards, and excessive behavior or spam. To mitigate the
dangers posed by the OAZIZ community guards, we will closely supervise their operations to
verify that they are consistent with our principles, and we will perform frequent audits to
guarantee that all rules are followed. There will also be an option to report any guard privilege
misuse directly to us.

Different reward system
We will look for novel ways to grow our user base in order to solidify OAZIZ's position as the
preferred off-chain privacy transaction partner. Incentives, encrypted airdrops, and rewards
for inviting users will all be part of OAZIZ's reward system.
As previously stated, we prioritize user growth because it expands the node's space, as well
as adding stability and performance. As a result, existing node users will be compensated
from the registration of new users they encourage who will purchase NFT, in order to increase
the motivation to recommend others to join OAZIZ.
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Figure 8. OAZIZ Marketing Expenses Structure
We may use a top marketing approach to show off our brand's social and creative side,
allowing us to reach out to a bigger number of individuals in a more engaging way. Because
this is a brand new concept, we may be able to enhance our awareness and revenue through
marketing efforts, even with simple concepts.

IDO campaign
Initial DEX Offering - is a mechanism we choose for attracting investors. IDO is
the initial offer of tokens on a decentralized service or the introduction of a
startup on the marketplace. The IDO function is to raise funds from investors
to invest in startup projects. IDO in crypto is the latest model of fundraising
tool. During its development, developers tried to combine benefits from ICO,
IEO, and STO. Funds raised through the initial sale of these tokens will allow us
to expand the development team and to accelerate development of the
platform.
A total of one billion tokens will be generated, of which 230 million are set
aside for sale. The remainder is kept in reserve for future development needs,
as well as team and advisor allocation, network incentives, community, etc.
Most of the token supply will be allocated on vesting terms.
The figure below is outlining our project tokenomics: total supply, allocations,
percentages, vesting schedule.
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Figure 9. OAZIZ tokenomics

Public
5%

Private
9%

Token utility

1,000,000,000 OAZIZ tokens minted on SOLANA Blockchain with no further
issuance after that.
Users can choose to hold and stake OAZIZ tokens as a form of inflation
control, which rewards them with stability fees that might provide better longterm value retention.
OAZIZ Tokens utilities:
.
As an option for buying/selling NFTs on OAZIZ NFT Marketplace.
As a way to reward the most engaged gamers and "OMG" game
streamers.
Governance voting will be available in-game “OMG”.
Selling in-game items for OAZIZ tokens.
Affiliate program rewards
Airdrops
OAZIZ Senate voting system (OVS)
Integration to OAZIZ payment system.
OAZIZ L&E rewards.
We will develop more token-based utilities in the future and seek partners who
will use our tokens.

Tokenomics
Token distribution

Tokens (OAZIZ)

Vesting

Seed 7%

70,000,000

5% at TGE, 3 month cliff, 5% between
month 5 to 23

Private 9%

90,000,000

5% at TGE, 3 month cliff, 5% between
month 5 to 23

Public 5%

50,000,000

10% at TGE, 2 month cliff, 10% between
month 4 to 12

Liquidity 6%

60,000,000

24% at TGE, 3 month cliff, 2% between
month 5 to 42

Advisors 3%

30,000,000

5% at TGE, 5 month cliff, 2,5% between
month 7 to 44

Ecosystem 30%

300,000,000

0% at TGE, 5,6% second month, 0.8%
between month 3 to 120

Marketing 9%

90,000,000

4% at TGE, no cliff, 1.5% between month
2 to 51

Team 10%

100,000,000

0% at TGE, 12 month cliff, 2% between
month 13 to 62

Staking 9%

90,000,000

2.5% at TGE, no cliff, 1.5% between
month 2 to 66

Reserve 12%

120,000,000

0% at TGE, 36 month cliff, 5% between
month 37 to 56

*TGE (Token generation events
Seed token price: 0.0320 $
Private token price: 0.0448 $
Public token price: 0.0544 $

Funding milsestones

MVP

$8.992.000

NFT marketplace
$1.8 Million

P2E game
$5.7 Million

Fintech tools
$1.5 Million

OAZIZ ecosystem is composed of a number of products ranging from NFT
collection to fintech solutions. In order to secure development costs for the
following 5 years upfront, we are running IDO campaign. Campaign is
made out of three main funding stages that represent product creation.
Campaign capped out at $9 Million dollars in total.
Funding capital will be allocated according to our growth strategy.

Oaziz team
There were twelve dedicated team members at the start of the project who were ready to put their heart and soul
into it. All twelve members of the team are young males who are passionate about technology and creativity. They
are putting in a lot of effort to get the project up and running as quickly as feasible.
Here's a list of everyone in the team, along with their current roles and professional backgrounds:

Team Member

Position

Background

Mindaugas Mažeika

CEO, Co-founder

Mindaugas has a bachelor's degree in medicine, but he's
always been captivated by new ideas and technology, and
he's spent much of his free time learning everything there is to
know about blockchain.

Vilius Oržekauskas

CFO, Co-founder

Vilius has nearly seven years of experience trading
cryptocurrencies, and he believes it is time for him to take his
crypto knowledge to the next level.

Ramūnas Jurevičius

Co-founder

Ramūnas has a civil engineering bachelor's degree. He is a
long-term angel investor and pro-crypto enthusiast.

Tomas Butavičius

Co-founder

Tomas is an active investor who believes in the success of the
OAZIZ business.

Robert Baranovski

Project manager

Robert is a young aspiring lawyer who enjoys cryptography
and technology. He is now assisting in the launch of several
large projects, and he has the necessary knowledge and
experience to launch the OAZIZ ecosystem.

Mantvydas Bartkevičius

CTO

Mantvydas has an engineering degree, but his true calling as a
developer was working with blockchain and WEB3.
He is now in charge of the project's technical aspects.

Social media manager

Robert is ideal for handling social media because he is young,
enthusiastic, and has a marketing background as well as a
future lawyer career, so all of the content will be simply
understood and eye-catching.

Marketing specialist

Ludwik has extensive marketing and crypto project
experience. He began his marketing career when he was 15
years old.
A youthful but experienced marketing advisor, ideal for the
OAZIZ project.

Tadas Marma

Community manager

Tadas is the ideal for the job because he has extensive
marketing experience and specializes in other crypto projects.
His marketing degree also includes communication and
community building, therefore his abilities are both theoretical
and practical.

Marius Kraujalis

CMO

Marius is a well-known ecommerce professional with
extensive digital marketing experience.

Eligijus Povilauskas

Graphic designer

Eligijus has a degree in Multimedia Design and is a professional
graphic designer. He's a modern, innovative, and responsible
artist.

Graphic designer

Dominykas is a young and talented graphic designer who is
dedicated to becoming one of the top digital artists. As a
graphic designer in Lithuania, he works with some of the local
most famous brands.

Robert Chrapovickij

Ludwik Wiszniewski

Dominykas Gurčinas

Team roadmap
The team's expansion is planned in accordance with the OAZIZ project's roadmap. As a
result, we can adjust the demand for team players to meet the needs of a specific event.
We expect to hire a venture capital consultant in the second quarter of 2022, when we begin
presenting our proposal to venture capitalists. Although the consultant will not be fully
integrated into the team, he will provide instruction on how to communicate with venture
capitalists, how to prepare presentations, and what essential themes are most significant to
capitalists.
In the third quarter of 2022, we will hire a second community manager to ensure that all
communications and queries are answered promptly and accurately. Investing in community
managers appears to be an excellent approach for maintaining the project's strong
reputation.
We are expected to hire a business growth manager in the fourth quarter of 2022 to assist the
team with the launch of the startup accelerator. He'll be concentrating on this project and how
to successfully integrate it into the OAZIZ ecosystem.
At this point in the project, we're thinking of hiring a project manager. His main focus would be
on leading a team to launch IDO and OVS as smoothly as feasible. It is also possible to
assemble a team to work on this project, but the size of the OAZIZ community will determine
this.
We're considering adding a financial specialist to our team in the first quarter of 2023, when
the payment processor. He'd be in charge of ensuring the payment processor's smooth
operation and answering any questions our clients might have.
We will create a customer support team to connect with players and fix game-related
difficulties once the Beta game version of the game opens in the second quarter of 2023. We
believe that the team should consist of at least three customer service specialists in order to
respond to all enquiries as quickly as feasible.
We would recruit a new project development manager in the late stages of the OAZIZ
ecosystem (2024-2025) to ensure that OAZIZ remains current and relevant to society and
community.
To sum up, we are committed to ensuring that the OAZIZ ecosystem thrives, and we will
expand our staff of professionals in response to project needs. We'll be able to keep the crew
as small as feasible while still maintaining professionalism.

Advisors
Because the NFT market is still relatively new and hasn't been thoroughly researched,
relying on consultants with expertise dealing with comparable ecosystems is the best
option when contemplating solutions for important parts of the project. Blockchain and
game development, financial questions, and marketing solutions are the most solutionsensitive sectors in the OAZIZ ecosystem, thus we'll seek professional advice on them.

Project roadmap

2022

2023

Q1

Q2

Preparations
Core team building
Initial project funding
NFT marketplace development
Advisors research
NFT collection vision and creation
Game developers research

Token development and testing
Contract with game development studio
Marketing strategy
GDD development
Seed/Private round
Ecosystem products development
Building partnerships

Q1

Team expansion
NFT volume 1 launch
NFT Collection for non-profit UA
organisations
Marketplace launch
Community growth campaign
First AMA session

Q4

Game MVP 1 launch
Community event
Physical to digital tool integration
Staking protocol launch
NFT collection volume 4 launch
NFT marketplace multichain
update

Q2

2024

Q3

Listing on launchpads
NFT volume 2 & 3 launch
Token launch
Early access to game demo
DEX/CEX listing
OVS senate launch
Giveaway campaign

Q3

Game Stream event
MaaS service launch
Reaching 1. 000. 000 userbase
NFT collection volume 4 launch
Social club launch
Prepaid cards launch
P2E Game content update

Game MVP 2 launch
Payment processor launch
Game stream event
Community event
Community guards airdrop
OVS senate voting

Q2
Token cros-chain bridging
OAZIZ launchpad launch
NFT collection volume 4
giweaway
OVS senate voting
Community event

Q3
P2E game content update
NFT marketplace multichain
update
TBC

Q4
OVS vote for future updates
Game content update
Community holiday event.
NFT holiday airdrop

Q1
P2E game content update
In game NFT collection sale
NFT marketplace multichain
update
Team expansion
Building partnerships

CONCLUSIONS
The OAZIZ team is grateful that you took the time to read this white paper
and is confident that you will work hard to make this project a success. We've
put in a lot of effort to help the crypto community, and we're not going to stop
until we've accomplished what we set out to do. If any part or portion of this
document is unclear, or if you have any issues, please contact us through your
preferred means of communication. Thank you for expressing an interest in
being a part of our vision. We hope that with your help and dedication, our
idea will become a reality.

Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/oazizecosystem
Twitter: https://twitter.com/OazizEcoSystem
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OazizEcoSystem
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/OazizEcoSystem/
Medium: https://medium.com/@OazizEcosystem
TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@oazizecosystem
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd3sIC_9an1KOsPn-J6xAzw

Discord: https://discord.gg/invite/oaziz
Telegram chat: https://t.me/OazizEcosystemChat
Telegram group: https://t.me/OazizEcosystem
======================
Foreign language Telegram chats:
PL:
https://t.me/OazizPL
TR:
https://t.me/OazizTR
BR:
https://t.me/OazizBR
RU:
https://t.me/OazizRU

DISCLAIMER
The OAZIZ team expresses their heartfelt gratitude to our readers for obtaining a copy of our whitepaper and taking
the time to go through its contents. This document acts as a memorandum to explain our project and its objectives to
our readers.
This special section has been prepared for our dear readers to examine thoroughly and we strongly urge our readers
not to skip this section as it is crucial to determining the choices an individual makes when contributing to our project.
The major purpose of this whitepaper is to unfold and show the OAZIZ project to potential clients and prospective
token holders. Its contents have been simplified for ease of comprehension for everyone and give each user the chance
to decide if they want to be a part of our project based on their perception.
The information provided in this document cannot be considered a means of solicitation or a prospectus. It does not
constitute a means for buying securities nor does it serve as a contractual relationship of any kind. This document has
not been assessed by any regulatory body and is not subject to any laws, rules or regulations.
The estimations and projections made in this document are not absolute and as such may be subject to change under
different circumstances affecting cryptocurrencies and markets. These projections are uncertain and differences may
occur between what is documented and real-life events.
We implore you to consult your legal adviser before investing in any form of cryptocurrency to avoid penalties from the
government. The sales of our token will only be made available to those who are eligible and legally qualified to
purchase crypto-asset after white-listing through due diligence; Anti-Money Laundering (AML)/Know Your Client (KYC)
compliance with the same regional and international standards set for financial institutions, financial technology
companies, payment infrastructures, and money transmitter businesses by the international standard-setting body
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Recommendation 16, which encompasses Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs)
and convertible virtual crypto-assets.
In a scenario that you purchase a crypto-asset of any kind without obeying the rules guiding crypto-asset utilization in
your area of residence, you risk legal actions being taken against you and this might incur fines or loss of your cryptoassets due to confiscation. If this happens, the OAZIZ team will not be liable or held responsible for whatever
consequences that result from you buying our tokens/crypto-assets.
All the information provided in this document has been deemed accurate to a very considerable extent, and even
though we would not like to fully acclaim this statement, we believe that to the best of our knowledge, this project has
been considered concise. Depending on the various risks and uncertainties that befall crypto-assets, this document
could become less accurate. We implore our readers to take the time to read and understand various dangers that
could arise as a result of getting involved in crypto-assets because we cannot highlight them all for the brevity of this
project white paper.
Some of such unfortunate happenings that may befall crypto-assets are:
– Security risks whereby a person’s crypto-assets are lost as a result of not being able to secure their login credentials
properly on their own part.
– Issues such as technical problems may come as a result of server downtimes or errors may also occur which may
temporarily hinder transactions carried out on the platform.
– High crypto-asset market volatility is another issue that needs to be considered as the price of a crypto-asset may
fluctuate heavily whereby the value becomes very unstable and subject to constant change.
The information provided in this document may be subject to change such as translations over a period of time and this
document might be made available in other languages asides from the official one. During translation, some or most of
the information in this document may become inconsistent, lost, corrupted or misinterpreted and its accuracy may be
compromised. In the scenario that such changes occur to this document, the official document which is made available
in the English language shall be considered superior and final.
We advise you to get the original copy of our document from official means which is through our team members as
getting it through an external source could mean the document is compromised or its contents are being tampered
with. Obtaining this document from our official sources reduces the chances of getting information that is manipulated,
misinterpreted or contorted.
By reading this document, you agree you will comply strictly with the content, and not act in regard, and if you
participate therefore in the OAZIZ project utility token offering exercise, you have assumed any unforeseen risks and
emergencies, which are intrinsic to every project, and therefore, neither the OAZIZ Team, nor Edenas OU, nor their
affiliate would be held liable in any event whatsoever.

LEGAL
IMPORTANT NOTICE Everything in this White Paper and any relevant material particularly whatsoever connected therewith must be read
with astute care and caution. If after a careful reading of everything, there is a persistence of doubt, which borders on the action you should
take, you are therefore advised to consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisors.
There shall be no reproduction and dissemination of this White Paper in a manner that affects its integrity, including any relevant material
whatsoever connected therewith.
CAUTIONARY NOTE ON “FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS”
There are “forward-looking statements'' contained in this White Paper.The meaning and intent of the term “forward-looking statements” are
the same as they appear in any relevant statute of any jurisdiction whatsoever, or for instance, as they appear in the U.S. Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which gives a comprehensive statutory clarity to the intendment of “forward-looking statements'' concerning the
business, operations, financial performance and condition of an entity, i.e. OAZIZ, though situated outside the United States jurisdiction, the
equal parallel drawn is both essential and relevant.
Words and phrases such as “intends”, “anticipates,” “plans'', “estimate,” “expects,” “projects,” “believes,” “will” and other terms of similar
substance and character, wherever found in the White Paper operate as guidance and indicators of “forward-looking statements''.
Furthermore, all statements regarding OAZIZ, and/or its affiliates’ business strategies, financial position, plans, prospects and the future of the
industry in which OAZIZ and/or its affiliates are in, are “forward-looking statements”. These “forward-looking statements'' include, but are not
limited to statements as to the OAZIZ’s and/or its affiliates’ revenue and profitability, future plans, prospects, expected industry trends and
other matters contained in this White Paper in regards to OAZIZ, and/or its affiliates. These matters are not historical facts, but only
predictions. All “forward-looking statements” are OAZIZ’s present expectations of future events and are subject to uncertainties and several
other factors that could have a material difference in actual results from those described in the “forward-looking statements''.
These factors and uncertainties include, amongst others:
(a) Socio-political, economic changes, stock or crypto-assets market conditions, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which
OAZIZ and/or its affiliates conduct its/their respective businesses and operations;
(b) The risk that OAZIZ and/or its affiliates may be unable to execute or implement their respective business strategies and future plans;
(c) Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates;
(d) Changes in the availability and fortunes of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates in connection with their respective businesses and operations;
(e) Changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by OAZIZ and/or its affiliates to operate their respective
businesses and operations;
(f) Changes in preferences of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates;
(g) Changes in the competitive conditions under which OAZIZ, and/or its affiliates operate, and their ability to compete under such conditions;
(h) Changes in the future capital needs of OAZIZ, and/or its affiliates and the availability of financing and capital to fund such needs;
(i) War or acts of international or domestic terrorism;
(j) Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the businesses and/or operations of OAZIZ and/or its
affiliates;
(k) And other factors beyond the control of OAZIZ, and/or its affiliates.
Any prospective participant in this token sale is hereby cautioned to not rely upon any such “forward-looking statements'', which speak only as
of the date they were made. OAZIZ is not under any obligation, and expressly, therefore, disclaims any obligation whatsoever, to update or
alter any “forward-looking statements'', in the event of new information, future events or otherwise. 5 All subsequent “forward-looking
statements' ' attributable to OAZIZ, its affiliates or any person acting on their behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary
statements referred to in this White Paper. Neither OAZIZ nor any other person represents, warrants and/or undertakes that the actual future
results, performance or achievements of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates will be as contained in any “forward-looking statements''. The actual
results, performance or achievements of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates may differ in any material particular, from those anticipated in these
“forward-looking statements”.
NO SECURITIES OFFERING OR REGISTRATION
For all intents and purposes, the OAZIZ tokens will not constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This White Paper is not a prospectus; it does not
constitute a document whose intent is to make a securities offering of any kind in any jurisdiction. This White Paper does not create securities
investment contracts. The White Paper is not an opinion or a piece of advice to sell, or an offer by OAZIZ or its affiliates to purchase the
OAZIZ tokens. No part of this White Paper whatsoever, not the fact of its presentation shall form the basis, or reliance in connection with a
contract or investment decision, in a way that it will be caught by the extant securities regulation of any jurisdiction. Every proceeds from the
OAZIZ tokens that accrue from the token sale shall be applied to the OAZIZ project financing, including OAZIZ’s businesses and operations.
There is no contractual obligation or a binding legal agreement to make any contribution whatsoever on the part of any person to OAZIZ’s
token sale. Any legally binding agreement that may exist between OAZIZ, and or its affiliates and any person shall be contained in a separate
document where the terms and conditions shall be duly set out in full detail. 6 Participation and eligibility criteria in any future token sale by
OAZIZ may vary, owing to the country of citizenship or residence. In this regard, no final and conclusive decision has been made, as regards
municipal law, both legal and regulatory compliance in any jurisdiction in question would determine the relevant eligibility criteria and thus the
subsequent participation in the future token sale. There is no regulatory examination or approval of any information contained herein, and no
such action will be taken under the law, as none is required under any law whatsoever.
NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
OAZIZ and/or its affiliates do not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaim any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form
whatsoever to any person in law or any person having legal or equitable right(s) including any representation, warranty or undertaking in
relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any information set out in this White Paper.
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